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NEW QUESTION: 1
Northern Trail Outfitters wants to set up
that leverages customer data across three
Customers, Orders, and Products.
How should the consultant facilitate this
Builder?
A. Create three distinct Attribute Groups
extension directly to Contacts.

a welcome journey
data extensions:
within Contact
that link each data

B. Create a single Attribute Group that links Contacts to
Customers, Orders to Products, and Products to Customers.
C. Create three distinct Attribute Groups that link Customers
to Contacts, Orders to Customers, and Products to Orders.
D. Create a single Attribute Group that links Customers to
Contacts, Orders to Customers, and Products to Orders.
Answer: A
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Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your client needs to make changes to vouchers. Which four
actions can be performed with Speed Status Change?
A. Split a voucher for payment to different payees.
B. Change the bank account on existing vouchers.
C. Change a group of vouchers to allow payment by electronic
funds transfer.
D. Increase the discount amount on a group of vouchers.
E. Release a group of vouchers m preparation for payment.
Answer: A,B,C,E
Explanation:
Explanation
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